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ABBEYDALE MOONSHINE 4.3%abv

MAULDONS BLACKBERRY PORTER 4.8%abv

A balanced pale straw-coloured bitter with a distinctive floral
aroma, leading to a predominantly citrus taste, with grapefruit
and lemons to the fore, and a quenching bitter finish.
Location: Sheffield

A full bodied black porter with a balanced hop aroma and rich
blend of chocolate and roast malts that give way to a subtle sweet
fruit finish
Location: Sudbury, Suffolk

BLUE MONKEY ORIGINAL 3.6%abv

SHARPS CORNISH COASTER 3.6%abv

A classic, copper coloured session ale. You won’t find a more
tasty beer at 3.6% - it’s packed full of flavour and makes an
ideal choice for a regular session beer.
Location: Nottingham

The fresh aroma of hops blends seamlessly with light fruity-sweet
notes. This is complemented by a light, almost honeyed malty
sweetness. The finish is dry, hoppy and a light bitterness
Location: Rock, Cornwall

CASTLE ROCK HARVEST PALE 3.8%abv

RCH PITCHFORK 4.2%abv

Brewed with a gently-kilned malt, and an aromatic blend of
American hops gives this pale beer exceptional poise. Its
distinct hop flavour leads to a crisp finish.
Champion Beer of Britain 2010
Location: Nottingham

The name comes from the Pitchfork rebellion of 1685 the last
battle to be fought on English soil of the Civil War. A golden
bitter with floral citric hop aroma. It has a hoppy predominate
taste which is slightly sweet and fruity.
Location: Western Super-mare

DARK STAR FESTIVAL 5.0%abv

SHEPHERD NEAME MASTERBREW 3.7%abv

A chestnut bronze-coloured bitter with a smooth mouthfeel and
freshness; a classic style strong bitter.
Location: Haywards Heath, Sussex

Herbaceous hops on a firm, biscuity bed of pale and crystal malt.
Endowed with an inviting auburn-amber hue and a tantalising
toffee-ish aroma.
Location: Faversham,

HOLDENS BLACK COUNTRY MILD 3.7%abv

NETHERGATE IPA 3.5%abv

A bold chestnut-red mild with nutty biscuit notes with a
delicious hint of chocolate
Location: Dudley, W.Midlands

This amber bitter drinks well above its abv. A well-supported
session beer, packed with flavour and fuggles
Location: Stour Valley

HOPBACK ENTIRE STOUT 4.5%abv

CYDERS

A rich dark stout with a strong roasted malt flavour and a long,
smooth aftertaste. Suitable for vegans
Location: Salisbury, Wiltshire

GWYNTY Y DDRAIG Two Trees Perry 4.5%abv

KELHAM ISLAND PALE RIDER 5.2%abv

THATCHERS CHEDDAR VALLEY 6.0%abv

Full bodied, sweet malt in the mouth; finish starts bitter sweet
and becomes dry & hoppy. A golden brew with delightful floral
hops character.
Location: Sheffield

The colour of this unique cider gives it a vibrant character all of
its own. Naturally fermented & matured in oak vats to ensure a
distinctive full flavour. A hazy, unfiltered cider produced from a
blend of English bittersweet apples. Location: Somerset

PROPRIETERS: PAUL & LISA BOSWELL
Bruisyard Road – Rendham – Saxmundham – IP17 2AF
Telephone: 01728 663497

A pale, fruity perry with an aroma of fruit and a hint of honey on
the palate. Location: Wales

PROPRIETERS: PAUL & LISA BOSWELL
Bruisyard Road – Rendham – Saxmundham – IP17 2AF
Telephone : 01728 663497

